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Chapter 1

THE,PROJECT, DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED, THE NEED FOR

THE STUDY, ANDPROCED6RE

The Project

The purpose of this project was to design a bilingual-

bicultural kindergarten course'of study based on the concepts of

!4

7 ,

the Richards Education Through Music method.

Definitions of Terms Used
\

Education Through Music: Method of teaching all areas/of

the curriculum through musical activities'. "The Education Through

Music curriculum (ETM) presents simple songs and games in a struc-

tural manner to help the child coordinate his senses of hearing

and seeing-with imagining, feelirig, and moving. Music is learned

as a language."
1

Bilingual-bicultural.education: InstrUction in two Ian-,

guages and cultures; English as a second language taught in the

American context, and the native language and culture of 'the learn-
,

rs.
2

Culture, in the educational context, can be defined as

1
Arldrew karper and others, "Educati/on Through. Music,"

Phi Delta Kappan,LIV (May, 1973), .p..628./.

2
Dr. Elianc C. Condon, "Bil,ingualiBicultural EduCation,

Its Status and Future n the Unitcd'Staths," N.j.E.A. Review
(December, 1974) , p. 22.

\\



"the aggregate of the social, ethical, intellectual, artistic, go-

vernmental, and industrial attainments characteristic of a group,

,State, ot nation and by which it can be distinguished from or com-

pared with_ other groups, states, or nations; includeS ideas,,con-

cepts, usages, institutions, associates, and. material objects."

1.

The Need For The Study

3

Methodologhy in edudatibh is a most important area for re-

search. As educators, it is our great responsibility to be con-

stantly searching for new methodology and to:experiment with .out

imaginations in creating new ways of presenting and approaching a

subject. The more predictable education becoffies Eor the child,

the sooner he, will iose interest in,his school work.

'Alarmingly high rates of dropouts in our surrounding area, .

partieularly in Essex county, point to the fact that bilingual

students are being/truned off.by school.
A Surprisingly enough,

the Bilingual Programs are'alienating the bilingual student even

more, especially the bilingual teenagers. The widespread policy

of retaining or putting back Puerto Rican teenagers because of lan-

guage difficulty is one major cause for dropping out. Rather than

[

3
,

Carter V. Good, ed., Dictionary of EducatiOn (New York:-
McGraw Hill Book Company, 1973),,p. 156.

4
Richard 3. Margolis,. The Losers - A Report on Puerto

Ricans ancl the Public Schools' (Newark, N.J.: Aspira Inc. of N.J.,
198), p. 4.

t
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beinq placed among children three and four years younger than him-
,

self, the Puerto Rican teenager,often decides to quit school alto-

gether.
5

Conflict of values aggvavates the language problem and

the student encounters hostility in the school environment.

Some school systeMs deny that they do have a high dropout

rate among bilingual students, but educators in Hoboken and New

York are quite frank about the fact that the American system of

6
education does not motivate bilingual students to want to learn.

Examining the various handbooks available throughout the

metropolitan area, one can encounter the problem of lack of goals

and misleading nomenclature. Many of the program guides are writ-

ten in ideological terms, and propose unrea istic and ambiguous

_goar?i. No wonder,. then, that goals are not b-,ing accomplished

and teachers are complaining from lack. of orien-ation.

The bilingual teacher training programs a P guilty of the'

same offense. Practical appli'cation of philosophieVs seldom

discussed and contradicting objectives are often emphasized.

It is the writer's hope that this study will make teac ers

aware of the need for more effective methodology wit which to

reach the children attending the bilingual programs in ou public

schOols,.

'Ibid.

6
Ibid p. -3.

/
/

*4/

/
/
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all the problems. But the Education Through Music concept has

been proven to be an effeotive method and the results achieved

through it are encouraging. The incorporation of this cOncept

intoj3ilingual Education should demonstrate once more its effec-

tiveness and versatility.

Copsidering the background of the Spanish-speaking chil-

dren in our metropolitan area, it is surprising that more empha-

sis has not been placed on music. Pekhaps one of the first steps

in setting up a bilingual-bicultural program should have been the

development of a music or humanities program. The writer's efforts

in trying to locate music material especially designed for-such a

purpose were fruitless. It seems, then, that educators have ne-.

glected the affective domain of learning -- we have placed entire-

ly Much emphasis on "bilingual" and not enough on "bicultural."

Bilincilal scholars should try to avail themselves of the

possibilities offered by the Education Through Music approach, and

try to develop guidelines for instruction along these lines:

.The Procedure

The following steps were-taken by the writer in the plan-

ning; implementation, and,completion of this project:

1..The writer investigated the leterature describing the.

Kodaly methodology, on which the -Richards method.is based.

2. The writer investigated the literature describing the

Pichards mc!thodology.



3. The writer reviewed the recommendations in educational

literature for implementing bilingual programs and for teaching

of foreign languages:

4. Thewriter observed.selected bilingual classrooms in

New York, Elizabeth, and Newark.
3

5. The writer spent a week of observation and study at the

Richards Training Institutes in Nebraska.'

6_ After the research phase was completed, a pilot unit

was written. The writer carefully chose the objectives' and pro-

cedures to be inclUded in thi's unit. These were revised twice be-

fore'the final pilot unit was completed.

7. The pilot uhit was then tested in a bilingual urban

classroom. (The first four lessons of the unit were taught by

the writer to what could be considered a typical

room in an urban setting.)

bilingual claSs

/ n

8..The pilot unit was evaluated orally and in writlig by

the writer and two teacher observers.

9. The pilot unit was revised a&cording to these, evalua-

tions.

10. Other units were then developed along the juidelines

established by the writer.and-teacner obserVerg durng the evalua-

Lion phae of the project.
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Chapter 2.

REVIEW OF EDUCATIONAL LITERATURE ON

BILINGUAL EDUCATION, KODALY, AND. RICHARDS

As we have already see, the field of bilingual education

could greatly profit form the incorporation of the Education

Through Music concepts into bilingual programs. In this Chapter

we shall take a look at the rationale for the writer's corieluSion,

founded on the available literature by recognized scholars.

Bilingual Education in the United States

The definition of bilingual-hicultural education is more

general than specific, it Seems to leave too much up to the in-

dividual planning the prOgram: The consensus among the scholars

,seems to be that language instruction in, English, and instruction

in the target language are the basic requisites. Besides these

two factors, bilingual programs are "composed of a set of struc-

tural options resulting from basic policy decisions.7
1

Generally, there exist two basic models for bilingual

programs -- the pluralistic model.and the assimilation model.

1
Rolf Kjolseth, "Sociological Perspectives on Bilingual

Education," Sociolinguistics Program at the Seventh World Con-
fc,ren'..:e of Sociology' (Varna, Bulgaria, 1970), p. 96.



Kjolseth describes thu plt!ralistic model as a program which aiMs

to maintain the native language and culture: "This-program acts

as a continuing stimulus to civic development and organization

within the etfinic community apd encourages a democratic forum for

.the resolUtion of cOnflicts and differing interests within and

between the ethnic and nonethnic communities.2 The assimila-

tion model,."because originated from 'above' by elites and ad-

ministered in taken-for-granted, traditional ways by nonethnic

and supraethnic in,terests and fOrces,.... is likely to discourage

.ethnic dommunity oryanizati)n amoung the large majority and to

3
stifle open appraisal of inlragroup and intergroup conflicts."

Close-examination o the various bilingual programs in

,existence in our immediate,area, will clearly show most of them

to be based en the assimilation model in practice, even though

the guidelines may be based on the pluralistic model.. This

double Standard which is present in bilingual programS through-

out the, area, is a detriment to the proper functioning of these

programs. This problem, together with budget, personnel, and

materials problems, has truncated the natural development of bi-.

1ingual-bic;61tural education in our area.

2 .Ibid., pp. 102-103

3
Ibid., pp. 107-108

10
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l'raditioually, bilingualism has been identified with the

robelli!ims, the nonconformists, the mentally imbalanced:'

/ Historically, bilingualism has been associated with an
incapacity to assimilate into industrial culture and
thereby re, its material benefits. Roening...points
out that bilingualism usually has had negative impli-
cations for individuals and groups. He believes that
it may imply psychological handicaps, resulting from
incomplete identification with the drinant society and
concomitant feelings of inferiority.

Mokeover, bilingual education was originally, established-

' in plac.s with high pove.ty areas. Thus,bilingual programs

were officially identified with some type of deprivation-or lack:

Bilingual educatiOn was established only for tllose areas
with a high propotition.of families officially classified
as poor, whose family income was under 3,000. This sig-
nified that, whateVer the stated objectives of the pro-
gram, implicit objectives included forStering the transi-
tion from Spanish tO English, from a dialecIt assiciated
with poverty in one CT both languages to the school dia-
':.!lect, from the culture associated with Spanish.tO that
associated with Eryglish, and from the culture of povetty
to middle-class school culture. At:the same time, pupils
were .to be taught to appreciate 'their own' culture and
language and increase their self-respect through identi-
fication with them.5

Bijingual programs are finding it diffcult to break loose

of the stigma attached to.the capital, sin against the melting pipt:

bilingualism -and biculturalism. Consequently, it is difficult for

the community to think of the bilingual program aS anything but a

4.
Che-ster C. Christian Jr., "The Acculturation of the Bilin-'

gual Child." Modern Lc.nquage Journal XLIX, No. 3 (1965), p. 354.

5Ibid., p. 363

1 1



temporaryisituation, where the child must remain until he has

"adaped" to the ways of the "normal" American pOpulation.
_-

Education serves a very practical need in every society:

that of perpetuating certain values and skills needed by the so-

ciety. Perhaps it is time our society re-evaluated which values

and skills are most important today. Is suppression of all dif-
1

ferences in language, culture, religion, race more important? Or

is-the gradual transformation into a multilingual and multicultu-

ral society Of greater value? Whichwill better' assist our for-

eicia relations as a nation? The fact is that a new society has

already begun wish the -next generation, and already our children

are beginning.to sense the truth present in.varieties of culture

and language:

most hopefUl beginnings of this transformation are
ow occurring at the Kindergarten and early elementary

levels. The home language and culSure of children who
already speak and understand lansuages other than En-
glish are being extended 'inttl the Classroom. In some
cases these children are helping teach'their home lan-
guage to monolingual speakers of .English. these chil-
dren are reading books ih two languages in first and
second grade. 'If suitable materials and instruCtion
were provided throughout elementary and higieLschool,
neither of'the two languages wduld be associaced with
'cultural deprivation' and pride i the Minority lan-
guage and culture could bebome mdre meaningful than be--
.fore in the United States.6

p. 343

1 2
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10.

The present state of bilingual programs indicates that
.

there istill much work to be done in order to fulfill the goal

of pluralism in Society. Perhaps a closer look at the separate

components might reveal some answers-and some steps'to follow.

Staff. ,Dr-Elaine Condon, leading authority in bilingual educa-

tion, describes the ideal,bilingual teacher as "an individual who

possesses balanced knowledge and skills in two languages and cul-

tural contexts (AMe.rican and native), and who haS Completed a

bilingual-bicultural training-program leading to certification." 7

The keyword ititni:s description is balanced. The present person-

nel of many bilihgual programs:'-ih the New York metr6po1itan area

is clearry. not-balanded -- neither linguistically nor culturally,

Staff utilization is another gTave problem'-in the present

programs.'. Dr. Condon identifies three specific ca-degories of

staff utilization:

o ,one class taughtloy,ene teacher: a balanCed,bilingual-

bicultural individual.

o two Classes taught by a team of two teachers: an English

as a Second Language specialist, and a native language specialist.

o one class taught by one teacher and a part time special-

i
....

, .
. _.'st: knative language teacier.and a 'visiting.,English as a Se-.,--- -.

..

.

7

cond Language specialist. 8

7
Dr. Eliane Condon, p. 23

8-Ibid., p. 22.

1 `I



11.

The Writer had an_opportunity to observe all three models

in action throughout the metropolitan area'schools. All three

systems have adVantages and disadvantages, and all three seem to

-

be equally effective.; however, in pne observationAn.the Eliza-

.7..+4e,

beth School District; the team-teaching situation was particular-
'

ly effective. The good rapport of the teachers with each other

carriedover to the entire classroom. Needless to say, not all/

members of teams h'ave such good rapportvith each other, which

often becoMes a major hindrance for lear/ning.

Materials. r "Staffing difficulties are also intensified by problems

_associated with the selecti^n and.use of bilingual materials at all

educational levels (pre-kindergarten - adult):, first, the scarcity

and poor quz-lity of parallel bilingual materials available_on the

-market; and second, the obvious inadequacy of mPnolingual texts."9-
.?

These restrictions only inclease the pressures already weighing

heavily on the teacher. Material adaptation and development con-

sume much of the teacher's precious tirde, and leaves little time

for other duties.

-
The metiaodology employed in- the:existing texts is ineffec-

/

tive for teaching a-second language. GaaKdner points out that

materials for'foreign language must have the following three.

featuels:

Ibid., p. 23.



1) intensive oral drill from recorded patterns

2) extensive reading and listening to recorded literature

3) extensive use of sound films on technical and other

subjects.10'
.

Evaluation. This area of education has become a topic of contro-

versy because of the many invali&and unfair methods.which have

been employed for evaluation of non,.English speaking students.

Learning ac4ievement in a -true.bilingual-bicultural program is

difficult to measure.

The evaluation of learning achievement... presents bilin-
gual educators with some unsolved questions.n---"the
first place, bilingual programs are, _by-natUre, oriented
toward both humanistic-and-be4aVioristic objectives.
Thus, certain types of bilingual,bicultural tehaviors
lend themselves readily to objective measurement (pro-.,
nunciation accuracy, vodabulary and grammatical know-,
ledge, fiueficY of bilingual-bicultural response, use of
gestures, language, dominance, cultUral knowledge, and the
like);:but others, which are.equally important as.tlie
former (changes in attitude, perceptions," self=concepts,
or understandings) ,can only be_evaluated indadequately
through inferences and personal judgment.11

Not only areksome behaviors difficult to measure, but

some asPects of behavior should not be measured at all. Cultur-

ally irrelevant items have produced distortions'in students'

scores. In addition tothis, most existing standardized tests

12
Bruce A. "Gaardner, "Teaching the Bilingual Child: Re-

.

searOh, Development, andyolicy." Modern Language Journal XLIX
No: 3 (1965), p. 174.

11
Condon, p. 23.

.1.4 .



include iteMs,which are either linguistically inaccurate or ambi-

guous. "Consequently, in light of the inadequacy of measuring

devices, the asse6sment of bilingual learning may be said to re-

1

1.2fleet rarely the true achieVements of the students. 1.

ExperiMents have shown that the examiner has a particular

influence-on the bilingual child, especially if the examiner is of

the same ethnic group as' the students.13 This reveals a peculiar

"interplay of linguistic, cultural, and psychological factors"14

which are rarely taken into .consideration.

Culture and Values in Bilingual EducatiOn

The preceeding review of the present state of bilingual.

education-in our area has pointed out that pLograms are not sUC-

cessfu3 in accomplishing their educational goals. "This is-to say

that in most cases the ethni,clanquage is being exploited rather

than culitivated -- weaning the pupil away from his mother tong7ie
. .r

through the transitiO;pal .1.1e of a. variety of his mother tongue in

whatamount to a kind of cultural and linguistic 'ccitiner-insur-
'1

gency'.policy on,the part of the. schools.'15

13.

The failure seeMs to be not only in the area of language

IS
2

*IPid.

'13 /

S, Rerrx Alan Zirkel, Spanish-speaking Students and Sta0dar-
.

dized T ts (Abany, N.Y.: he University of the State of Now York,
1972), j. 8.

/
)

14
Ibidi

15
Roll Kjolseth, p. 109.

1 6
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but in the area of culture as well, This obvious neglect of the

vffective doitAin is detrimental fo any bilingual program. "It

would be well for those who are designing bilingual-programs to

keep in mind that the instructional use of Spanish in the class-.

room is not sufficient to imRrove the education of these children;

a new curriculum mutt be devised withF-cultural as well as language

reguirements."-G

The importance of-culture in the bilingual classroom can-

not be-exaggerated- At the point in the child's life where his

identification with the home environment-iS. very great, extrem-

care must be taken not to Makellim feel that_his cultural milieu

i. inferiOr or deprived. "If you feel uncomfortable about your-

self'lbecauSt somebodY has made fun.of your language, and you have

also been in some way strongly oriented to being a passive listen-

er..., then there maybea lessening of this spontaneous rehear7

:sal of language even in situations of solitary Play."17 In other

words, the child's language development will suffer as a result

of cultural shock.

Language cahnot be taught in isolation, but in connection

with other areas of the child's life. "Bilingual educatiOn, there-

16
Diego Castellanos, The Hispanic Experience in New Jersey

Schools (Trenton, N.J.: .Department of Education 1972), p. 4.

- 17Vera John, Aspects.of a, Bilingual Classroom (Albany,
N.y.; The University of the State of New York,71972,- pp. 2-3..

/.,
,
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15.

fore, includes a 'history.and Culture' component intended to pre-

vent the alienation of-the learners from the mainstream of Ameri-.

can life, by teaching them how to functiCn effectively in two cul-

tural situations,.and by fostering within them a positive self.,

concept associated with their ethnic heritage."18

-What happens, then, when the teacher unintentionally per-
,

haps\begins to emphasize American cultural values as superior. to

.other.ethnic values? What happens when the child realizes that

the eacher is not making an effort to try to meet him half way,

to try\o uhderstand and accept his values as valid?.

when the c4ld begins to discover that theteacher
does not understand, he develops negative reactions.not
only to the teacher but._ to the educational orlac,ess,.and
finally to the entire culture and language whichr-the.
teacher represents. Or converselY, he may decide that
his parents have provided himHwith an inferior world,
and subséquently'attempt to reject entirely what they-
have provided for him_as a cultural base upon which to
build A meaningful iife.19

As human beings, educator§ will be witnesses to the cul,

ture of which they are _sa part. But our role in this matter is

that of clarifying, nOt imposing values..

We should not forget that one of.tild major aspects ofour
role as educators is the transmission of the culture of
Which we are a part. OEten our limitations are due'to
the fact that.we think of this.role in terms of the tranS-

,



mission of%certain specialized aspects of this.culture /
which we live acquired through great effort and patiende,
and regard hese aspeCts as. unquestionably.universal. :We
fail to real'ze that these specialized aspects of cliture
have no mean ng apart' from the value system, social.systerh
and communications system'which makes them transmissable.

Culture is the trademark of the individual, and to try t.o,

radicate the native culture is to destroy the individual. In

attempting to fulfill the dream of the melting pot, "the fact has,

often been ignored that to human beings born into any language and

culture, that language and culture repreSent their own existence

as human beings their own particular ways of being human -- and

that taking this away from them is in a very, real sense'an attempt

tO deStroy what they' are and to make of them a different-kind'of

being.

Language Acquisition and Musical Zthility

16.

The possible relationaship between language and musical

ability has fascinated scholars for a number of yeara. The appar-:

.

ent connection seems to be based on logic: M sic and languages

are both dependent on how well a particular slnd is received and
-

-#

performed, and the ear mustcbe gradually attunL to respond to

oertain sounds. "A child.learning his mOther tongue must learn tO

0
Ibid., p..164.

21
Ibid., p. 160.

19



respond appropriately to the sounds of the language: such dis-

crimination traihing in the patterns of intonation and rhythm as

well as the consonant and vowel sounds is giadual and lengthy.
22

The native language plays a major role in the process of

"tempering" the ear to respond to. sounds.. Since the child is born,

,his ear begins
*
to receive a particular set of sounds, which

several months later he begins, to utter. Every other language=-

the child will learn in his life will be learned in reference to

his native language,.even though this relationship maY-Be subcon-
.

Scious. '"The organization of sciunds and experiences into pheno-
.

.mena meaningfUl to.the individual and the formation of the rela-:

tionship between sounds and experiendes are established by means

of the home language of the child. The analysis of bilingualism

and biculturalism should, therefore,:give ;much more attention to

the formative years, both in the home and inthe school."
23

Channing Blickenstoff, recognized language scholar, has

reviewed several of the studies which have been carried out to
.

,
_ 1_.

.

inveStigate the relationship 'between language and musical ability.
'

is conclusion is.that "a student's ability to diScriminate pitch

. 22
Mildred P. Dorieghue,,-'Hey. Second Language Learning

,Di fers From First Language Learnini" Spanish in the E1emerItary
Schol, ed'...Leonor A. Larew (Geneseo,.N. Y.: New York Stat
Uni ersity College, 1972), p.. 2.

.23
Christian, p. 361.

2 0
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18.

does.appear_to have some effect upon his ability to learn a foreign

language."
24

The above mentioned tests examined all Separate areas of

musicai ability such as pitch discrimination,.rhythmic response,

metric discrimination, etc.) "Summarizing the trend of the studies

reported thus far, it seems clear that a.small, but relatively don-

sistent relationship has been found to exist between abilities.in

the auditory and musical doMain and various native language skills
'\

a number of age levels. floteover, the xelationship'has appeared

tcAe_rather independent of general intelligence in studies,control-

/

ling this variable."
25

Two specific studies which were cc:inducted wfiich-have sig-

nifioant 'results in establishing a music and language relationship

were the pitch discrimination and/or tonal memory.study conducted

by Pimsleur, MoSberg and Morrison, and the timpre discrimination

studby Pimsleur, Stockwell'and Comrey. A significant correlation

(.05 level), .was found' between these tests'and the Pictorial Auditory

Comprehension Test in.French on a Sample of-202 college students. 26

Moreover, "Carroll...has et with considerable success in

predicting achievement in intensive audio-lingual foreign language

24
Channing Blickenstoff, "Musical Talents' an&Foreign Language

Learning," Mod'ern Language Journal XLVII, No,.8 (1963), P- 359-

25
Ibid., p. 61.

26
Ibid.
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courses by means of the Modern Lanqua e Aptitude'Test, having Ob-

tained Validities of .60-to .70 and igher."27

After examining the evidenc, it does not come as a sur-

prise tO hear a leading authority inithe field of bilingual educa-

1

tioh like Vera John unequivocally stdte that "... for small group

activity that aims to provide repeatpd experience in acquiring new

sounds and new structure, I firmly b@lieve that songs are best."
28

IThe incorporation of songs pito the bilingual curriculum,

I

then, not Only fulfills the requirxrent of repetitition retommended
.,

. , . .

.

by Gaardner, but also satisfies thelcultural need of the children.
. .

i

t . .

-.In learning a song, a chiid,is ablet6 lose himself in. the,crowd,
i

feels fleer to experiment with .thesounds of the new language.
-

'-"If you want tc,give nOnEnglish speaking children experience

.where they not only hear the secorid language.but also start using

it, itAs Very important to thinkithrough choral work that wj.11

provide the kind of practice wher they are not being judged,while

they practice.'29

JMusic seTves,one more im ortant point in he /leveloPment:

of language: proper language rhy hm. Often what we refer to as an

"accent" is merely the inflection nd rhythm of the first language /

transferring Over to the setond la guage. And so, even though a

.r.) 27
Ib1d., p. 362.

28
John, 10-.5.-

29
,Ibid. , p. 6.
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foreigner may correct y pronounce each individual word, his speech

is easily detectable as foreign because of his "accent." For ex-.

ample, if we examine,the linguistic patterns in English and Spanish,

we will find that the predominant pattern in English is the iambic,

while in Spanish it is the dactyl. A native speaker of,Spanish

whose natural inflection is dactylic (long-short-short) will speak°

English with improper rhythm until his ear becomes accustomed to

4

the iambic rhythM (short-long). The proper choice of songs, then,

26.

is of vitalimportance in order to reinforce groperspeaking patterns.:

;144

in.the second language. Choosing a song whose lyrics have improper

language rhythm would only result in regression of language developmentr

for the non-English speaking child.

The Methodology of Kodaly

Kodaly believed that,just as everYone has one native

tongue; eireryone likewise has one native music. As one of ,the leaders

of the nationalist movement in Hungary, Kodaly spent-years compiling
;

authentic folk music thibugh which Hungarian children.could be

_
'instructed. The start Must_be_ made as early as in the. kindergarten,

because there' the childcanllearn in 'splay what would be too late to

30-
learn in the-elementary school."

30
Zoltan Kodaly , The Selected Writings of Zoltan Kodaly,

eds.: Fereno Honis and Zennmukiado Vallalat (london, England:
BooSey and Hawke's Music Publishers,Ltd., 1974) , p 128.

2 3
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Furthermore, just as UNESCO has decreed'that."It is axiOm-

atic that the best medium for teaching a child is his mother tongue,"
31

so Kodaly believed that the best medium for music instruction was'

the folk music of the child. "Folk traditions, first of all with

their singing games and children's songs, are the best foundations

for subconscious-national f-datafres "
32

Zoltan Kodaly also believed in singing as a pure art form,

this iS to say, singing without accompaniment. He therefore ad-

visedmusio educators not to accompany singing with instruments

which were not authentic folk. instruments. He was quite opphatic

on the point that the zither was the only truly authentic Hungarian

folk-instrUment:

The,contributions of.the Kodaly method to music education,

and'subsequently to all education, j.s that whereas before intellec-

tual knowledge or theoretical knowledge was important, with Kodaly

.the performance or the dcting becomes paramount. Kodaly maintained

that as long as the child could perform a musical concept, that

child knew the concept, even if he ould not name it or explain it,
.

.in theoretical terms. The Kodaly Method is also important because

it subcon-sciously trains the ear

/
/

the young child so that it-is'

31
Richard Hall, Learning to Read in Two Languages (Albany,

N. Y.: The University of the State of New York, 1972), p. 1,

32
Kodaly, p. 131:
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more leceptive to a greater variety of sounds. This is accomplished

by involving the whole body in the process. Different sounds are

associated with different hand motions, body movements, games, etc.

The Methodology of Richards

1"Education Through Music is, rooted theHungarian composer-

educator Zoltan Kodaly's educational philosophy an:'. developed in

this country by Mary Helen Richards. The tesic tenet is that a

child's musical education must begin when the child startsmaking

.his own music, and the child's voice is the primary instrument to

be developed in his early years of learning."
33

With music as the

'central theme, the entire curriculum is coordinated so that through

properly 'Sructured songs and games, the child's body receives the

proper readiness for other subjects. Just as theinitial learning

of a language should be oral, so is the initial learning of music

oral: :Music in the.Richards program is taught as a language.
,

"Initially it is all Oral, btkt gradually develops fo the symbolic

elements of readingand writing."
34

The Richards program is especially suitable to the needs

and goals of education today:. "Inherent in all of the ETM prin-

ciples are two pervasive goals the development of'a positive self-

image through the use of the child's name in musical games and the

33
AndreW Harper and others, "Education Through Music,"

. Phi. Del.ta Kappa LIV (Aay, 1973) , p. 628

34
Ibid.



:acceptance of his ideas aS they are shared and used by others.

Additionally, ETM strives to help children develop the ability to

accept.the dual responsibilities of leadership and of following."
35

In assessing the value of the Richards method, Harper and

a team of researchers -Observed and tested a_crOss section of

kindergarten children instructed in the ETM program. Three tests

were administered to ascertain the ef:fectiveness of the methodi-

'the Auditory Discrimination'TeSt, the First 'GradOSCreening Test,

and the Visual Motor Intelligence

clUded that If the tests in this

Tests. Harper and his team con-

study-do indeed measure skills

and concepts necessary air success in

pyrpose of-kindergarten is to aidthe

first:grade, and,if the

child in developing these

skills arid concepts, then.it seems imperatiVe that Education

Considered an iMportant positive i;ool."
36.

%

Through Music be

Harper fUrther points out that the educators

have obserVed a level of improvement in kinderga

have been instrudted'in the Richardsprogram.

observed,that thei?e is indeed a spin-off effect

enhances other skills normally used as the, basis

readiness for first grade work.'
37

ft

35
Ibid.

36 .

629

37
Ibid., p. 628
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As has been pointed out, the Richards approach is rooted

in the Kodalyinethod. Richards emphasizes movement and the use

of the:child's native-music. I'Music is a catalyst and a leaven

-in the development of beautiful human beings. It is through the

children's Songs and gathes of our folk culture and through the

children's natural love of movement that we can reach them with

music."
38

Due to the differences.in language, lessons and musical

concepts of the. Kodaly methOd had to be revised and adapted to

fit the American language and environment. Ms. Richards went

beyond Kodaly'.s concepts to include all areas of the. curriculum

in her program. Her EduCation Through Music covers all academic

areas of instruction, and uses music as the unifying and corre-

lating force. The versatility of the program is-evident in the

wide scope it encompasses: The program can be applied to thF:

teaching of a simple interval as well as to corrective therapy

for children with speech impairments.

The senses play a major, rOle in the Richards program -

the Child has to experience with his entire body the musical Con-

cept which is being presented. "Simple folk songs are used as

mediums for teaching the senses to cooperate with each other...

The intellect becomes, involved when the relationship between

38
.Mary Helen-Richards, Mary Helen Richards TeaChes (Pon-

tola Valley, California: ,Richards Institute of Music Education
and Research, 1969), p.

2



seeinii, hearing, feeling and imagining the song are recognized bY

tbe child. The intellect becomes more fully aware as each sense

is sharpened by Complete physical involvement in the,motion of

"39
the song.

The Richards program is based.on the fact that music is

such a versatile subject that it can ledd itself to almost any

other art and/or science. .Thus, music as an art form is taught

for its own sake. As an applied science, it can be taught as a

means to another discipline. The Richards program has proven

that through music a child can learn mathematics, science, history,

geography, and language arts.

The importance of.games in the Kodaly-Richards approach

is based on the assumption that properly directed games can lay

the foundation for other'behaviot." Ms. Richards states that

games can provide a basic structure for:.

1. Joyful singing the essence of music in the early

. years.

2. Carefree rhythmic motion and natural balancing

activity a necessary physical cOntrol for successful learning

experience.

3. A natural control of social behavior patternS.

'39
Ibid., p. 2.
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4. A study of shapes and forms which may be classifed

acoording to.tpe, and seen, heard, and felt.. \

5. Analysis of the parts of the whole through hearing,\

feeling, and seeing.
.40

Perhaps the most pertinent..pf_the Richards concepts is
. r

her "Language Arts Readiness Through Music." The sequential

patterns of the Richards,program are perfectly suitable for a

language development program. The outline of the Language Arts.

,roadiness is as follows:

1. The Development of Auditory Discrimination

A. Ideptifying Familiar Sounds

B. Distinguishing Beginning and Ending Consonant Bounds

C. Recognizing Similarities and Differences in Sounds

D. Repeating Syllables, Words, Phrases and Sentences

Correctly

E. Performing Gradations from Soft to Loud

II. Visual Discrimination

7
(All of the work done in auditory discriminatioln is also

/ 0,

visualized. All of the work done in aural aricL--vsual
07,
vi

discrimination is aloo felt.)

III. 1:,sual Motor Discrlmination

IV. Thinking and Reasoning Ability.
41

4
p. 8.

4
lIbid., pp. 4-6
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In order to derive optimum benefits from the Richard's pro-

gram, a teacher should receive training in the effective methods

used by the Richar:Is ;i:taff for 6onveying the concepts. "The edu-
i.

cational power in the music coMes partly: from its simplicity and

clarity. But the success of the use of muSic as a readying influ-

ence for the other disciplines depends gl.the thoroughness of the

musical-training."
42

Yet, basic principles can be taught to the
0

classroom'teacher without horough Musical training. Any teacher

with a desire to learn and an open mincican acquire the ba'sic

skills necessary for presenting this method.

The technical steps. a classroom teacher may enclinter at

the beginning of a.Richards training workshop are well wcqh as-
/

similating. The end result is what the Richards concept is alA

about, and that.end result is a iTque program of instruction

Which satisfies both teacher and student, and offers endless pos-

sibilities for creativity. "When society is demaAding mord accoun-
.

tability for time, effort, and money spent, the efficiencies and

advantages of Education Through Music cannot be ignored. American

educators may even some day decide, the Hungarians have, that

music and physical education (moVement and play) should be the

essential elements of all early childhood education."
43

42
Ibid., p. 2,

43
Harper and others, p. 629.
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Summary

The principal points we have encountered in/reviewing the

literature are: 1) the importance of aural:preparation in the ac-

?auisition and development of a second language, and 2) the major

role of culture acceptance in the child' /acquisition or rejection

of a second culture and language.

Bilingual education in the United States has merely begun

to scratc4 the surface. "Under the circumstances, if any Conclu-

sion mav be drawn at the present time concerning the future of

bilingual education'in the United States, it is essentially that
-

its potential ha not vEt been achieved."
44

Perhaps when the public consciousness begins to awaken,

we will accept that we are in practice a multilingual and multi-

cultural society whose differenceF are worth preserving because

-,they are valid and good lifestyle arternatives.

Unless the schools succeed in offering viable alterna-
tives to present standards of academic excellence, which
will be relevant to their multi-ethnic population, the
'Leality of cultural pluralism in this 'nation of irni-
grants' remains questionable, for it is only through
mutual understanding linguistic and other - that the
true spirit ofAmerican democracy will be freed from the
shacklv of prejudice,tgadmination, and,wasted man-

44
Condon, p. 24.

45
Ibid.
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Once the overwhelming bask of culture acceptance has been

surmounted, then_we can.proceed to instruct the child in the aca-

demic subjects. Then, wcan read the scholars and follow their

recommendatiOns,On repeeiti6n drills and aural readiness.

Eventhough t'he bulk Of this work deals with new methodo-

logy through which .a nat4ve Spanish-speaking child may be more

effectively motivated, no methodolo is effective where prejudice

overt or latent doMinates the atmosphere



..

Chapter III

IMPLEMENTATIQN OF THE PROJECT

Research, Observation and Study

The first step undertaken by the writer was tb investi-.

gate the ,available literature on the Kodaly methodology. As a

pioneer in the sensual approach to music education,. ZOltan Ko-

daly's method influenced Mary Helen Richards to develop Education

Through Music. After sorting through several books on the Kodaly

methodology, the writer chose two books which were particularly

appropriate to the development Of this project.

Likewise, tbe writer investigated the available liter-

:.ature on Richards, and chose fiVe books by Richards and one

Irticle regarding ETM as-documentation on the Richards mr2thod-'

ology. The wealth of information contained in the written ma-

terial supplemented the writer's own practical knOwledge of the

Richards program.

Finally, forty-eight books'and arLiLc,s on the subjects

of bilingual education and foreign language instruction were also

read by the writer, in search of recommendations ror implementing

bilingual programs and for teaching of foreign languages.

-.First-hand observatiOns,of the bilingual:programs ip the

M'etropolitan area Wara also a major.part of thir; studV. The wri-

ter visited selected classrooms in New York, Elizabetfi, and Newark

in order to observe an actual classroom in operation.

3 3
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The writer was invited by three teachers to observe the

loilingual programs at Dayton Street School in Newark. The writer

subseauently spent a morning observing,different'classrooms in

action. The Newark program's'greatest strength seems to be the

dedication' of many,of its.teachers. Parental.and community sup-

port is minimal and the administration seems to have coMpounded

funding and staffing difficulties with political overtones. Des-

pite the fact that'the Spanish-speaking children c6mprise approx-

imatelY a fifth Of the Newark school population, little effort

seems to be exerted to carry out the objectives and goals set up

in the guidelines: Newark seems to.be suffering also from a lack

of qualified personnel. In.Chapter II of this work we discussed.

the importance of balanced bilinguals and biculturals. The Newark

-Bilingual administration is in'great need of such individuals.

It is obviously unfair to assesc a district's situation

by'one school. Therefore, the writer interviewed over twenty bi-

lingual teachers, reptesentatives of all nine bilingual elementary

schools. When questioned as to the major difficulty they encoun-
f:

ter in working for the Newark district,, their unanimous response

'was "red tape." The unfortunate victimef the alleged "red tape"

is the student, and the difficulties in procuring suitable material

and staff are detrimental tO the educational'orocess. In several

visits to the 13oard of Education, the writer could detect not only

-"red.tape': but alSo a lack oF profesrdon'alism In dealin4 with the

Public which-was blatant at tmes:



However, the Newark Board of.Education has made an effort

to provide its staff with better methodology through the acauisi-

tion of a Federal drqnt. This project ("ImproVing Bilingual Ins-

truction Through Teacher Training," P.L. 89-10)- is'being carried

out in conjunction with kean College of New Jersey School of Edu-
,-

cation, and will provide each teacher with wenty-one graduate

credits in bilingual-bicultural education.

The writer was invited by two teachers and the Bilingual

Coordinator from the Elizabeth School District to visit School 1.

ThP situation in this diStrict seems to be somewhat less hostile.

Administrative.cooperation is greater and parental and community,

involvement is ood. Up-to-date materials are available to the

teachers. As in the case of the Newark district, Elizabeth's

greatest strength is the teachers involved in the program. The

writer was particularly impressed with the bilingual kindergarten

at School 1. The teachers had excellent rapport With each other

'and with the children.. The,children are instructed by a team Of

two teachers, one of whom is the Spanish dominant and, the other

the English dominant. The children were eaually comfortable work-

ing in Spanish and English. The writer returned-three more times

to School.1 to observe different activities. The cultural compo-

nent of the curriculum was very strong, and the teaching atmosphere.

was most effective. Methods and materials are carefully chosen and .

C

a.great deal of preparation is evident. Music is a major Part of

the weekly activities.

3 5
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Tha writer interviewed tWo other Elizabeth educators, and

they seemed optimistic about the accomplishments of their program.

One of them alluded to political overtones, but the undermining of

the educational system did not seem as great as in Newark.

The writer telephoned the New York Board cif Education and

requested to spaak to the Bilingual Coordinator SO:that she.could

retommend solae E,chools to visit. The Coordinatcr was not availabke

and the secretary suggested a visit to the Bilingual ResIrce Center

in Brooklyn. The writer spent a morning at the Resource Center

examining a wealth of bilingual materials. The librarian at the Center-r
/.

/

was very well acquainted with Bilingual.education and was extremely

helpful. It was at her suggestion that the writer requested permis-

sion to visit P. S. 25.

The bilingual program at P S. 25/is indeed impressive. The

staff seems to be well qualified and enthüsiastic, the materials are

current and relevant, and a great deal of teacher preparation is

evident. However, 1P. S. 25 is not.arepresemtative example of tLe

New York distriet, but rather a "fishbowl" school which does indeed

show off a unique and well-organized prograM. This, the ,.17iter

discovered from readings and interViews, is not characteristic of

.the entire school system. Whereas other teachers ia other schools

decry the fact that funds are impossible to obtain and new materials

and stafif are unavailable, P. S. 25 gives the impression of being

immune to financial troubles. Tho cultural component of the curriculum

was st'rong, and the children seemed to learn enthusja!,:tically.

3(i
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To further supplement the,information gathered from the

educational literatur rp<ziewed, the.writer spent one week in April

in Nebraska visiting classrooms instructed in the RichardS' ETM metho-

od, The

teachers

Writer observed music specialists as well as classroom'

working with the concept. Even though the specialists'

training in ETM was

children's response

Interviews

being implemented at

the Lincoln program,

more extensive than the classroom teachers', the

to the latter was enthusiastic.

with the director Of the Omaha program, which is

School District 66, and with the director of

revealed the success and 'widespread acceptance

of the method by specialists and classroom teachers. The Richards

ETM is offered, on a volunteer basis, to classroom teac'aers and

specialists as an In7Service Training Program. The Training Institutes

are gradually increasingand the 0Maha director predicts a fifty percent
.

enrollment increase for the following school year.

The Richards' program remains the same in thedry, but the

wide variety of activities made possible through it has brought about

great expansion and.greater challenges to erE.ativity. The writer

was particularly impressed by the implementations of the Language

Arts Eeadiness Concept in the primary grades.

Development and implementation

After the research and study was cOmpleted, the writer set

out to Write a pilot unit. Before doing so, a particular kinderciar-

ton urban classroom was selected. The classroom chosen for the ex-

3 7
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PerimentHas the bilingual kindergarten class at School 1 in the

Elizabeth School district. Taking into conli,leration the cultural

component oE the class, the writer chose material based on Jose

Marti.(CLIktan national hero) as the central theme of the unit, and

then developed objectives in music, language arts, and social studies.

The Preliminary draft was presented to the classroom teachers who

diSclissed the unit with the writer.. The writet was willing to

compromise on all objectives except the musical objectives. Having

had.experience in teaching music to kindergarteners, and aware of

the f;=Ict that children's thusical capabilities are often underesti-

mated, the writer purposely included sOme new musical activities

fdr this experiment. The pilot unit was revised twice before it

was ready for teSting.'(See.Exhibit

The two classroom teathers ofthe bilingual kindergarten

agreed to act as observers and advisors during the testing of the_

' pilot unit. Both teachers are fluent_ in both Engligh'and Spanish

Both are natives of Spanish-speaking countries, both have their,

Bachelor's deg'ree Ttom American universities, and both are presently

wOrkingon their Master degree in bilingual-bicultural education.

One teacher has been working in bilingual education for three:years,

th,other for seven.. They have been workina together for three years. .

'The first four lessons of the five-lesson unit were pre

ented in tWo consecutive. weeks (two fessons the first week, two

lessorri the second we,-:k.) The .class was made up of twenty-one chil-

3 8
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dren of Spansh-speaking homes, most of them of Cuban descent. The

writer taught the lessons in both languages, although the bulk of

the activities was carried out in Spanish. The writer tried to

make the teaching atmosphere informal, the children were asked to

sit on the rug in a circle, away from their desks. As can be seen

in the lesson plans, the lessons were taught in a dialogue manner,

with the children doing most of the speaking, and -the teacher

limiting herself to giving a few directiOns and, asking some questions.

The children were.enceuraged to experience movement.

Evaluation 'and Revision

Following each lesson, the writer and.the two classroom

teachers held Conferences in order to discuS's the strong and weak

points-of the'unit as weil as posS'ibilities for improvement.

The cOnsen'Sus on the stiong points of the lessons was as

follows: The lessons .provided a natural mode of expression for

children who come from cultures where music is an integral part of

0
daily life. The fun activities which music provided were also an

indirect way of teaching the concepts. The children were consis-

tently enthusiaStic and eager to learn. The instrumental activi-

ties were particularly strong motivational factors.

The writer and two classroem teachers agreed that the folT

lowing were the weak points of the lessons: Some musical activi-

ties called for a certain level of proficiency in the musical

skills which the children did not have. Ideally, the lessons

3 9



should have followed each other as closely as possible, not twice

a week, so that the concepts could have been bettet reinforced.

The following were the sdggestions for in.provement which

were discussed at the last conference: The program is most effec-,

tive wt\en placed within the context of theentire Education Through

Music method. Due tb lack of time, no preliminary activities could

be performed with the children, but the final draft of the project

should include structdred games and movement as suggested by Mary

Helen Richards and Zoltan Kodaly, in order to'better prepare the

;senSes for the ensuing activities.

37.

After.the fourth lesson was completed, a general evalua-

tion of the presentation and the ETM concept was made by all-three

persons involved. The teachers pointed out how ETM made all acti-

vities fall into place, With music providing the, necessary "irre-

sistible force" to compel the child to learn. Preparation for Lan-

guage Arts activities is most effectively carried out in this man-

ner, and the child learns in an enjoyable manner.

The following points were set up by the writer and the two -

---
classroom teachers as guidelines for the writing of the other units:

1. Include a game activity as-preliminary step

2 Assure oneself that the senses are being emphasiZed'

3. Ask questions of the children, dp not feed answers.

Make children feel that all ansWers are acceptable and

valid.

4. Vary the ar:tiviLies to avoid predictability

40
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'4

5,. Everyone in'the class should have a turn being both

leader and follower including the teacher.

The pilot unit.was revised by the writer according to these

guidelines. (See Exhibit B.) Seven other units were then developed

by the writer to complete:an eight-week course of qtUdy for bilingual

kindergarten students.
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Chapter IV

IMPLICATIONS OF THE PROJECT FOR THE WRITER

As a firm believer in the Richards Education Through Music

method and the principles of Bilingual Education, the writer began

this project anxious to provide the reader with an alternative to

the present educational techniques for Spanish-speaking children.

A significant number of educators have long recognized

that the present form of education in the United States is ineffective

in many aspects. Education as it exists today in the greater part

of the U. S. mainland does not prepare the child to be a viable

and reasonably self-sufficient individual in today's world.

Perhaps in the days pf the "melting pot" myth, when immi-

grants passively allowed themselves to be fashioned after someone

else's image and likeness, a structured and uniform system of edu-

cation was satisfactory. But in today's age, when the awakening
-

of consciousness is of vital importance, and diversity of life-

styles is the sign of Ithe times, education is short-changing our .

society.

The present state of cur country and the world, then, des-

perately demands an educational system which is so flexible, so

creative, so challenging, so efficient, that it can satisfy the

educational needs of every sector of this complex society.

4 2
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The principles of bilingual-bicultural education .encompass

and protect the right of every individual to speak and behave in

any manner he chooses as long as his speech and behavior do not

Offend other individualsmith the s e right. This last clause is

the "loophole" of Bilingual Education. Indeed, many perpons who'

oppose Bilingual Education stretch the meaning of "offend" in such

a way as to claim.that the speaking of a foreign language does offend

their American ears. Bilingual programs were created to fulfill the

needs of one particular socioeconomic group at one given time, but

this in no way limits Bilingual Education tO a parti-cular stratum.

Bilingual Eduration-provides the opportunity for every individual to

be able to function effectively in more than one language and culture.

Lack of funds, lack-of trained personnel, and lack of ef-
o

fective methods have obstructed the proper implementation of bilingual

education in.our area.. It was a painful experience for the writer

to face the fact that many school administrators regard the educational

system as a bureaucracy, using children for their own political gains.

Yet, there is a great deal which can be accOmplished by the indi-

vidual edudator, especially regarding methods.

The combination of Bilingual Education principles with

Education Through Music methodology should result in a truly unique

and truly effective educational system, one which can satisfy the

needs of both teacherand student, lessen the pressures, coordinate

different academic subjects, improve Psychomotor qkillsthrough a
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sharpening of the senses, and challenge creative intel1 ence.

In this short course of study which the writer has de eloped,

I

there is an amazing number of poSsibilities which can fulfill all
. /,

areas mentioned above.

The writer has gained'a much deeper understanding ahd

appreciation of life through this study,.and has confirmed her

commitment to the improv ent of bilingual education in particular

and American education/in general. It is the writer's hope that

her enthusiastic b 1 f in the present course of study will be

shared by all ish to provide our children with a valid

alternative to struc ured "booklearning."

The nine months of research and practical application

which were spent by the writer in the development of this project

have come to fruition. Needless to say, the writer experienced

frustrating times and was often tempted to give up such an ambitious

undertaking. But the satisfaction of finalizing the pilot,unit,

completing the course Of study, and especially the experience of

watching children respond to the method far exceeded the writer's

own expectations.

Education Through Musie has the possibility andthe proof

of influencing our educacional system so that our children may ,

gain optimum benefits from 'school, and our scciet.Y-may gain renewed

vitality from the next genertion.
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Kindergarten Interdisciplinary Unit

Level and Background: This unit is on the level of kinde.rgarten
students, geared for non-English speaking children.
This unit can be used in an integrated classroom
as 1;Jell, since it provides sufficient drill for
non-Spanish speakers.

Musical .requirements: The children involved in this activity
should have had sufficient exposure to the concept
of sol-Mi (the minor third interval) which is
usually the first step in any Richards program._

SOcial Studies: This unit would be ideally used in conjunction
with Marti's birthday (January 28), or with any
Cuban national holiday.

Objectives: The general objectives for this unit are:

(%

To provide the student with a gestalt approach
to educatiqn, where he is able to relate several
activities to one concept.

2. To proide an effective verbal drill for the
students

reinforc e. proper rhythmic reading skills in
the studentS,through language correlation with
music.

4. To acquaint the student with authentic literary
material'

5. To introduce some facts about Cuban history and
Marti's role in.it.

.*;
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LYRICS: Cultivo la rosa blanca
en julio come en enero
para el ami,go sincero
que me da su mano franca.

y para el cruel que me arranca
el corazon conque vivo
.cardo ni oruga cultivo,
cultivo la rosa blanca.
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First Lesson

Level: Kindergarten

45.

'Duration: 15 minuteS

Musical Objective: Review and reinforce the concept of sol-mi

Language Arts Objective: Provide an effective drill for correct
rhythmic reading in Spanish; acquaint the child
with authentic literary material.

Procedures: 1. Play recording of,teacher's voice singing the
song. At sol-mi intervals, do hand motions
(measures 1,3,9,11.)

2. Sing song for students, asking them to'join in
with hand motions at the sol-mi intervals (meas.
1,3,9,11.) Repeat if necessary to insure that
all students are aurally responding to pol-mi.

3. Read words to students rhythmically, one phrase
at a time; ask them to Say them back rhythmically.
Do not proceed to the next phrase until the 'pre-
ceding phrase has been successfully performed.

4. Take a look at the words cardo and oruga . .

Ask children what they think-they mean. Play
on oinomatopoeia: "Do they sound like pretty
flowers or like ugly .plants?"
(Only after the children have had a chance to
respond to the aural.,!lnage created by the words
cardo and oruga, tell them that they are ugly
and thorny plants..)

5. Teach the tune to the children, making sure to
maintain- rhythm of words.

6. Sing through enti\re song - no accompaniment.

4 8



Second Lesson

Level: Kindergarten

46.

Duration: 15 minutes

Musical Objectives: To further reinforce.the sol-mi concept with .

the use of tone-bells.

Language Arts Objectives: To continue drilling rhythmic reading
skills through the musical rhythm of the words.

Procedures': 1. Sing through.song with children

2. With teacher as leader, ask.students to substi-
tute the words "sol" and "mi" for the.lyrics
whenever this interval occurs (ask children.to
follow the hand signals. Make sure every.student
joins in .the hand signals.)

3. Choose four tone bells (two sol's and two mi's.)
Demonstrate on the,bells, and'choose two students
at a time, letting all students have a tui'm at
performing on the tone bells. Make sure students
follow the hand signals, and that the rest of the
class perforffis the hand signals.)

4. Teacher plays the guitar (or piano if guitar is
not available) and two children at a time play
the tone bells, while the class does hand-signals.

5. -hoose the best two children Perform6rs and ask
class to sing entire song with the bells as
background.

4 9



Third LesSon

47.

Level: Kindergarten Duration: 15 minutes

Musical Objective: Review the sol-mi concep
HaVe the children perform an authentically
Caribbean rhythmic pattern.

Language Arts Objective: To encourage self-expr sion by having
children synthesize the meani of the poem,

Social Studies Objective: Provide the students wit sOme basic
facts about Jose Marti and his country's history.

Proced,.ires: 1. Sing song through with children

2. Ask children what they LLink the author is trying,
to say.in the pOem. (First pursue a literal meaning,
then guide-them to find a symbolic level.)

3. Discuss author of words:
- Who was Marti?
- Where was he born?
- Where is Cuba?

(After children have responded,to questions,
recapitulate: Marti was a teacher, a lawyer, a
poet, and even a soldier. He wrote many poems
for children and he wrote in one if his books
that "Children are the hope of the world.")

4.''Teacher begins;* hae children join in clapping
this rhythmic pattern:

Ul: 1 I )

5. Clapping this rhythm, sing through song once.

-
Follow-up: Ask children to draw a picture.of Marti in any of

his professions: teacher, lawyer, poet, soldier.

51)



Fourth Lesson

Level: Kindergarten Duration: 15 minutes

Musical Objectives: Review the perfnrmance of the musical pattern
,previously introduced.
Reinforce this pattern with instruments.

Language Arts Objective: Continue reiiiewing rhythmic reading.
Continue encouraging self-expression in th6"

Social Studies'Objective: Review historical data

Procedures: 1. Sing the song clapping pattern: 1.11; J. 01,1 01 ,,t j

(opti6nal)

2. Ask children what musical instruments are most
used-in Cuba. . ..(bongos, claves, maracas,
guiro, guitar, etc.)

48.

3. Bring our bongo and claves and let children take
turns playing the pattern on the instruments while
the rest of the class sings and claps.

4. Choose the best twd performers and assign one the
bongo and the other the claves. Have children
stand up and perform entire song.

5. Have children sit. Review symbolism of poem:
- What does it mean to be a "rosa blanca"?
- Does Marti sound like he'holds grudges, or

. doeS he forgive -people. Who have done bad things'
to him?

- Ask children for any other interpretations

1

. Announce tomorl..-.;w's presentation of the song for
guests.

7. Per orm song thus: Brief introduction
Song through once-
Piano.and rhythm through'once
Everyone through the second time.

Finish dtawings.for tomorrow'
(
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Fifh Lesson

(Optional)

This lesson isperformance activit be used in conjunction
with a- tea or "ciPen house.

Objective: To reinforce the activities of the previous week with
a formal performance of the song.

Procedure: 1. Have assigned spots for the different pictures

2.'Ask each child to place his picture in his assigned
spot.

3. Have children,rehearse the number as will be per-
formed.

4. After guests arrive, allow ten minutes for viewing
of the pictures.

5. Line up children and perform the song as rehearsed%

6. Invite guests to go around and finish looking at
the pictures.

7. If:refreshments are being served, invite the guests
to approach the refreshment table.
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EXHIBIT B.

(Pilot Unit - vised)
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Kindergarten Interdisciplinary Unit

Level and Background: This unit is on the level of kindergarten
Students, geared for non-English soeaking children.
This unit can be used in an integrated classroom
as well, since it provides sufficient drill for
non-Spanish speakers.

Musical: requirements: The children involved in this acitivty do
not require any particular musical background, since
the musical concept presented is basic, Thei should,
however, continue some form of ETM instruction in
order-to derive optimum benefits, from this unit.

Social Studies: This unit would be ideally used in conjunction
with Jose Marti's birthday-(January 28), or with any
Cuban national holiday:

Language Art's: The preliminary and musical activities contained
in this unit will 'kepare the senses to better re-
.ceive the Language Arts concepts.being presented.
Children using this unit should have at least a
basic knowledge of Spanish pronunciation.

, Objectives: The general objectives for this unit are:
1. To provide the student with a gestalt approach

to education, where he is abia to relate several
activities to one concept.

2. To make Children conscious-of their senses, in
order to improve perception.

3. To make children use different muscles of their
bodies, in order to improve coordination.

4. To provide an effective verbal 'drill for the
students.

5...To reinforce proper rhythmic reading skills in
the students through language correlation with

6. To acqUaint the student with authentic literary
material.

.7. To review some facts about Cuban history and
Marti's role in it.

` 7,
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First Lesson

Level: Kindergarten Duration: 15 minutes
c

To prepare the child aurally to respond properly to
the rest of the acitivites in the following lessons.

Objective:

Procedures: Play the following game, first with the class as
a whole, then with each child individually (5 min.)

tcAocizi

Cue.- Koo

:01

don- cke,SS. S a cz.5

Play the following game, first with the class as
whole, then with each child., individually (5,min.)

TOTo
Lertrifz,

Tyto ±e IL- mas 7

5 5

ciar- 13ar- ten

(,or. caek individual nan't(2.-)



(Firf:t Lesson, cont.)

Ask children to stand up and follOw the motions with their eyes,
then, do with their hands. Encourage large motions at first,
using the larger musclefs of the arm. (2 min.)

SOL

Mt
Ask children tO repeat the soiands 11,2ac 4. with each hand signal:

SOL - M

56
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Lyrics', TosQ. Marti'
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LYRICS:

Atie \

Cultivo la.rosa blanca
en julio come n enero
para el amigo sinceio
clue me da ;13 .mano franca.

Trpara el cruel clue me arranca
el corazon'conque vivo-
cardo ni oruga cultivo,
cultivo la rosa blanca.
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aecond Lesson

Level: Kindergarten Duration: 15 minutes

Musical ObjeCtive: Review and reinforce the concept of sol-mi

Language Arts Objectives: Provide an effective drill for correct
rhythmic reading:: ,

Acguaipt the child with authentic literary material

Procedure: 1. Begin with children standing up. Drill the sol-mi
movements for approximately two minutes, making
sure the children are using large motions.

I '

2. Play a recording of teacher's voice singing the
song (La Rosa Blanca). At sol-mi intervals, do
the hand motions (measures 1,3,9,11.)

3. Sing song for the students, asking them to join in
with hand motions at the sol-miantervals (meas.
1,3,9,11.) Repeat.if necessary to insure that all
sutdents are aurally responding to sol7mi.

4. Read weixds to students rhythmically, one phrase
at a time; ask them to say them back rUthmically.
DQ not proceed to. the next phrase until the pre-
ceding.phrase has been successfully performed.

5. Take a look at the words cardo and oruga. . .

Ask children wheit they think they mean.. Play
on onomatopoeia: "Dotheysound"like pretty:
flowers or like ugly plants?"
(Only after the children have had a chance to
respond to the aural image create4-bi-the words
cardo and oruga, tell them that they are ugly and
thorny plants.)

6. Teach the tune to the children,.:Making sure to
maintain rhythm of words.

7. Sing through entire song - no accompaniment.
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Third Lesson

Level: Kind6rgarten Duration: 15 minutes

Musical Objective: To reinforce the sol-mi concept with the use
of tone-bells.

Language Arts Objective: To continue drilling rhythmic reading
skills through the musical rhythm of the words.

Procedure: 1. Begin playing "Cuckoo" game for two minutes

2. Sing through the song with the children

3. With teacher as leader, ask the student to subs-
titute the words "sol" and "mi".for the lyrics
whenever this interval occurs (ask children to
follow the hand signals.) Then, with a student
as leader, repeat the procedure.,Chobse several
lildren to lead the class in hand.motions.

4. Choose four tone bells (two sol's And two mi's.)
Demonstrate on the bells, and choose two students
at a Eime, letting all stuthnts have a turn at
performing on the tone bells: While two children
play the bells, the rest of the claE;s ciues the

.

hand motions.

5. Teacher-plays the-guitar (or piano if guitar is
not available) and two children at a time play
the- ti5ne- bells*while the class does hand signals.

6. Choose_two children performers and ask class to
sing through the song with the bells.

56.
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Fourth Lesson

Level: Kindergarten Duration: 15 minutes

MusiCal Objectives: Review the sol-mi concept;
Have the children perform an authentically

Caribben rhythmic pattern
.

Language Arts Objective: TO.enco=age zelf-expression by having
children synthesize the meaning of the poem.

.Social Studies Objectives: Provide the stUdents with some baSic
facts about Marti and his country's bistory.

Procedures: 1. Sing through song witfi cniidren

2. Askchildren what !_hey think the author is_trying
to say in the poem. (First pursue a literal meaning
then guide them-to find a sybolic

3. Discuss authcy)fwords:
- Who was Marti?
- Where wa-: he-born?
- Where is Cuba?.

(k,fter children h-ve responded to questions,
reoapitulate for thcm: Marti was a teacher; a
lawyer, a poet, and even a soldier. Eewrote
many poems.for chifdren and he wrote in one of
his books that:'"Children are the hope of the
-world.")

4. Teacher asks atildren.to sing the song and watch
her hands as She claps this rhythmie pattern:

'4,1 qt

5. With tapp.:.ecording of the teaeler's voice singi,ng
the song, ask children to join in clapping the
rhythmic pattern.

Witl-.-veryOnedlappng th-: rhythm, sing through
the Long.

Follow-u Ask childun to draw a picture of Marti in any of
his profesik.ns: teacher, lawyer, poet, soldier.
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Fifth Lesson

Level: Kindergarten

58.

Duration: 15 minutes
, .

Musicai Objectives: Review the performance of the musical patterns;
Reinforce this pattern with instrum ts.

Language Arts ObjeCtive: Continue reviewing r rnic reading.
Continue encouraging self-exp sion in the child.

Social StudiesObjective: Review historical data

Procedure: . Sing the song clapping rhythm: H. ) ) )ilv

Ask children what musical instruments are most
used,in Cuba . . . (bongos, claves, maracas,
guiro, guitar; etc.)

3. Bring out bongo and claVes.and let children take
turns playing the pattern on the instruments while
the rett-Of the class Sings:and claps.

4. Choose two performers and assign one the bongo and -

the other the claves. Have children.stand up and
perform-he Getire song.

/-
.. ...

5. Ask children to sit. Review symbolism of poem:

- What does,it mean to be a "rosa.blanca"?
- Does Marti sound like he holds grudges, or does
he forgive people who havedone bad things to him?

- Ask children for any other intrpretations

Ask children to stand once more ar.d perform the
entire sOng with two children playing the instruments..
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